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Earthcare Invitation
Facing the Global Locally
“…We balance the outer urgency of these darkened times with the necessity of inward listening to the Light.”
(Yearly Meeting Hobart 2019, Quaker Earthcare Climate Emergency and Species Extinction Epistle)
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Meeting with the danger and damage resulting from such extreme
events, humans and animals whose worlds are destroyed, we pray
for those facing the ferocity of the severe fires of November. As
well, we acknowledge the damage to the soils, the waterways, to
the air and atmosphere, to every aspect of life touched by these
catastrophic fires, in the sobering knowledge that there is more
burning to be endured.
as harsh memories resurface, we pray for those experiencing the
traumas from these and past fires
We pray for those who put themselves in the way of danger to
help others.
We pray for those who are responsible for making difficult calls
about where to put resources, about costs and training, the
conflicting demands of decision making.

Huon River, 2019
by Elizabeth PO’
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We pray for those who bring kindness, care and creativity into
disaster areas, across the world, who are committed to offering
new ways of building a common future.

We see the paradox between the start of summer with its extreme
disasters, and the coming of Christmas season…
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The Overstory, by Richard Powers, winner of the Pulitzer Prize in
Fiction, is a sweeping, impassioned work of activism and resistance
that is also a stunning evocation of, and paean to, the natural world.
From the roots to the crown and back to the seeds, Richard
Powers’s twelfth novel unfolds in concentric rings of interlocking
fables that range from antebellum New York to the late twentiethcentury Timber Wars of the Pacific Northwest and beyond. There is
a world alongside ours—vast, slow, interconnected, resourceful,
magnificently inventive, and almost invisible to us. This is the story
of a handful of people who learn how to see that world and who are
drawn up into its unfolding catastrophe.
Money and Soul, by Pamela Haines, a member of Central
Philadelphia (Pa.) Meeting and the Friends Economic Integrity
Project, about connections between Quaker faith and today’s
economy. Understanding these connections can help give right order
to our lives.

Quaker Quote
… Breathe out the busy world, the teeming mind / The follies, fears and failures of the week /
Breathe out contention, pettiness and pride / and wait in trust for that of God to speak…
“Draw Breath” by Geoffrey Weeden (Kingston-Upon-Thames Meeting, UK)
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Quaker ‘Grannies’ (here Dawn
Joyce, Helen Bayes and Peri
Coleman) modelling non violent
alternatives to military.
Listen to them on YouTube
(along with Jo Vallentine):
Quaker Grannies - Wage Peace
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Sunrise, Spencer Gulf, 2016
by Adrian Glamorgan

The days ahead look dark; worrying projections of varied
challenges of extreme weather events and increasingly scarce
resources loom. How do we as Quakers move into the future?
We can fight off all comers from our walls; or we can use
creativity and kindness for ourselves and others. These challenges
could call forth new responses: we can practise combining
households, supporting each other, carefully acknowledging needs
and honouring differences. We can join in with and support actions
such as the school strikes and Extinction Rebellion..
Friends come together where they can speak and act from their
gathered spaces in ways that support the change we want to see.
We can be and draw out in others a visible posibility of living in
compassionate and cooperative ways. We can support those who
come to Quakers by providing a place of sacred hospitality,
especially precious for those who feel damaged by the darkness of
the world.
How do Quakers speak to those in power, the government, military
and police, in ways that acknowledge the difficulty of their choices,
while showing options they can use for building peace? How do we
encourage their energy and creativity and care in the changes they
will have to make for the benefit of all?
We can act communally and individually, drawing strength and
compassion from our own daily practice, and from our gratitude
and experience of being held by the Spirit, knowing we all are
loved.

We celebrate all the movements arising across the world in
response to the challenges of climate emergency, and particular
concerns of the young people.
In one example, we celebrate the emergence of the Australian
Earth Laws Alliance, a national not-for-profit organisation who aim
to help us rethink our legal, political, economic and governance
systems so that they support, rather than undermine, the
integrity and health of the Earth.
The AELA vision is to create human societies that live within their
ecological limits, respect the rights of nature and enjoy productive,
sustainable economies that nurture the health of the wider Earth
community. Their team includes Indigenous community leaders,
lawyers, economists, scientists, deep ecologists, artists and
community development practitioners.
AELA is a founding member of the Global Alliance for the Rights of
Nature, which brings together more than 80 organisations around
the world, who support Earth Jurisprudence and Rights of
Nature. This is something for us all to consider: Would we act any
differently toward our local creek, watershed, bushland if it had the
same rights as a person?
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Australian Friends are involved in earthcare in many ways: individually, in our Meeting Houses, and in activities
throughout the wider community. See more of a Quaker view of earthcare at www.quakersaustralia.info/Earthcare
The other ten ‘Earthcare Invitations’ are available there.
Please be in touch with us at AYM Earthcare Committee cearthcare@quakersaustralia.info

